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MIMCO Capital launches
€300m Luxembourg real
estate fund
4 Nov 2020 | by Julie Cruz

The vehicle has an investment capacity of more than €100m for
the first year and secured its first project, valued at €52m

What The vehicle will invest in o�ce and residential
projects across Luxembourg’s prime locations

Why The Luxembourg real estate market is bene�tting
from the country’s rapid economic and demographic
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MIMCO Capital has launched a fund that will invest €300m in
residential and o�ce development projects, as well as existing
properties o�ering restructuring opportunities, across
Luxembourg’s prime locations, React News can reveal.  

The so-called OCITY fund has an investment capacity of more
than €100m for the �rst year and has already secured its �rst
project – a residential development valued at €52m. 

“Luxembourg o�ers clear advantages, including the high GDP per
capita, the size of its investment fund management market, the
resilience of its economy and the attractive tax regime,”
Christophe Nadal, co-founder and CEO of MIMCO Capital told
React News. 

Nadal noted that despite the Covid-19 crisis, real estate demand
remains particularly strong and continues to exceed available
supply, reinforcing MIMCO’s conviction that the Grand Duchy will
o�er attractive investment opportunities in the coming years. 

Seed project

OCITY has already secured a development in Sandweiler, east of
Luxembourg city – between the district of Kirchberg and the
airport. The project will deliver 17,000 sq m in two phases and
include 117 residential units as well as o�ces and shops. The
forecast turnover is estimated to be €114m.

Nadal said last month that the Luxembourg residential market is
one of the most dynamic in Europe, with average annual price

growth

What next The fund’s �rst subscription period will close in
December 2022
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increases of about 5.4%.  

“The Grand Duchy is at the forefront of the European Union
countries with regard to the evolution of property prices,” added
Laurent Olmedo, administrator of CREAHAUS, one of the
developers, alongside ESPACE INVEST, setting up the fund with
MIMCO Capital.  

It is estimated that 12,000 new residents come to Luxembourg
every year and that only 3,000 housing units are delivered
annually – less than half the demand.  

Luxembourg’s o�ce market  

MIMCO Capital is also betting on the low availability and
obsolescence of Luxembourg’s o�ce stock. 

“Part of the o�ce stock in Luxembourg should be renovated over
the next �ve to 10 years to comply with the latest regulations,”
noted Frédéric Reichling, administrator of ESPACE INVEST.  

Fund strategy

The Luxembourg-domiciled, MiFID II-regulated fund is targeted
at family o�ces, IFAs and private banks in France, Luxembourg,
and Belgium. The �rst subscription period will close in December
2022. 

Luxembourg-headquartered MIMCO Capital, which also has
o�ces in Berlin, already manages funds with a similar strategy.
Mercureim and Everest One focus on revitalising German real
estate, while BUILDIM focuses on real estate development in
Luxembourg.
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